
  
concert   #1     

STRING   AND   WIRE   
Thursday,   April   15,   2021   5:30pm   //   Phoenix,   Arizona     

TICKETS     

Picard   &   Picard ,   the   Philadelphia-based   duo   of   Carlos   Cotallo   Solares   (guitar,   electronics;   
born   in   Spain)   and   Jeffrey   Young   (violin,   electronics;   born   in   NYC),   moves   between   dreamy   
electro-acoustic   soundscapes   and   harsh,   deliberate   noise,   drawing   on   their   backgrounds   as   
improvisers   and   composers.   Carlos   and   Jeffrey   met   in   Philadelphia   playing   in   the   Arcana   Open   
Sound   Workshop,   a   project   of   Bowerbird‘s   Arcana   New   Music   Ensemble   where   musicians   
gathered   to   play   and   develop   open   score   pieces.   They   began   working   as   a   duo   in   March   2020,   
just   before   coronavirus   lockdowns   began,   and   have   since   specialized   in   streaming   performance   
using   instruments,   pedals,   live   processing,   and   Snapchat   Lenses.   
jeffrey-young.com/picardpicard     
  

Picard   as   Locutus   was   cloned   in   a   transporter   accident,   then   both   Picards   had   their   Borg   
implants   removed.   Now   one   goes   by   Jean-Luc   and   the   other   by   Larry.   But   which   is   which?   What   
do   they   remember?   And   can   they   stop   bickering   long   enough   to   defeat   Q   by   performing   a   
25-minute   improvised   set?   
  

twice   as   if    is   a   duo   project   from   Sara   Constant   (flute)   and   An-Laurence   Higgins   (guitar).   
Incorporating   elements   from   improvised   and   electroacoustic   musics,   twice   as   if   focuses   on   new   
directions   in   contemporary   chamber   music—using   flute,   guitar,   and   electronics   as   the   basis   for   
sound   experiments.   Based   in   Canada,   Sara   and   An-Laurence   have   been   collaborating   since   
2016,   performing   in   Toronto   and   Montreal   and   working   together   as   artists-in-residence   at   the   
Waterloo   Region   Contemporary   Music   Sessions   (2018).   In   2019,   they   co-presented   
‘Émergences   (fpl)’,   a   project   connecting   early-career   women   composers   in   Ontario   and   Quebec.   
Outside   of   twice   as   if,   Sara   and   An-Laurence   both   have   individual   artistic   practices,   working   in   
concert   music,   performance,   and   interdisciplinary   art.   
Sara   Constant   -    saraconstant.ca   
An-Laurence   Higgins   -    an-laurence.ca     
  
  

  

https://oh-my-ears.square.site/
https://www.jeffrey-young.com/picardpicard/
http://saraconstant.ca/
http://an-laurence.ca/


  
  

Three   interventions   in   instrumental   music—first   through   air,   then   through   silence,   then   through   
electronics.   
  

How   can   we   attempt   to   use   chamber   music   to   question   chamber   music   itself?   How   can   we   find   
new   ways   of   playing,   listening,   and   being   with   one   another?   
  

Malin   Bång:   hyperoxic   (2011)   
Ryoko   Akama:   acorn   (2015)   
Cathy   van   Eck:   Music   Stands   (2011)   
  
  

Wombat:    Improvisers   Justin   K.   Comer   (saxophones),   Carlos   Cotallo   Solares   
(guitar/electronics),   and   Will   Yager   (double   bass)   formed   Wombat   in   October   2017.   Together   
they   explore   new   sonic   textures   and   instrumental   techniques   in   concert   halls,   coffee   shops,   and   
backyards.   Though   the   performances   are   never   planned   beforehand,   the   trio's   music   is   
influenced   by   their   collective   experience   with   contemporary   art   music,   noise,   jazz,   metal,   and   
drone.   Recent   appearances   include   Oh   My   Ears   Festival   (Phoenix,   AZ),   MOXsonic   
(Warrensburg,   MO),   the   Maximum   Ames   festival   (Ames,   IA),   Composers'   Workshops   at   the   
University   of   Iowa,   and   the   Feed   Me   Weird   Things   and   iHearIC   concert   series.   
facebook.com/wombatnoise     
  

Wombat   will   present   a   set   of   improvised   music.   
  
  

  

https://www.facebook.com/wombatnoise

